
hard floor
care

THE J2 WAY



Reduce customer costs with better solutions

Improve customers’ productivity

Make acquiring products easier for our customers

Protect our customers’ brand

We promise to do our best each and every time
to meet our customers’ needs with exceptional
service and quality products

WHAT IS

THE J2 WAY?

Hard Floor Care:
When it comes to hard floor care and maintenance, knowing when to 
strip and wax as opposed to scrub and recoat can save your business 
time and money. However, regardless of cost you should perform the 
floor care that is appropriate for your facility’s floor requirements.

Scrub and Recoat 

• Scrubbing floor finish is just what the term implies; it is a mildly aggressive 
process of mechanically scrubbing the existing floor finish. The process is much 
faster than a strip and wax. You simply remove the top layer(s), or remaining 
layer of wax, and use fewer or less harsh chemicals and a much less aggressive 
scrubbing pad.

• The scrubbing process removes deeply embedded soils from the floor and 
prepares it for added layers of floor finish.

Strip and Wax
• If floors have little or no build up on the edges or corners, we generally recom-

mend a Scrub & Recoat rather than a strip job. When floors are stripped, they 
must be neutralized and sealed before any floor finish is applied.

• Stripping a hard floor requires the complete removal of all layers of floor coat-
ing and sealant. The process involves the application of a harsh scrubbing 
chemical applied with an aggressive scrubbing pad. 



Resilient Floor Care: Finish/RecoatFinish/Recoat
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Gather supplies and
apply personal protective 

equipment.

Dip the mop into floor 
sealer and wring out to 

keep mop from dripping.*

* Choose your preferred Spartan floor finish product

Allow the finish to dry thor-
oughly after each coat.

Strip and rinse floors as 
directed and allow floor to 

dry completely.

Use a figure-eight pattern, 
turning the mop frequently, 

to apply the sealer all
the way to the baseboard.*

Allow the finish to dry 
thoroughly.

Place “Wet Floor” signs at 
each entrance.

Start at the far corner from 
entrance and frame a 10’ x 

10’ area with mop.*

After the floor is dry, repeat 
this process as directed by 

product label to achieve 
desired number of coats.*

Pour floor finish into a 
bucket, as directed on 

product label. 
Note: Conventional mops 

require a lined bucket. 
Microfiber application 

systems do not.* 

Work backward and 
side-by-side toward the 

entrance, in sections, until 
the floor area is completely 

sealed.*

Clean and return all 
equipment to storage. 

Remove and store “Wet 
Floor” signs when floor is 

completely dry.

DON’T FORGET!
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406.752.8520
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shopj2.comsupport@j2op.com

HARD FLOOR CAREHARD FLOOR CARE

NAME ITEM NO. UNIT DESCRIPTION PRICE

CLEANERS

Xcelente 0019 1 Gallon
Phosphate-free formula is great for floors, and other surfaces where a bright, shiny, streak 
free finish is desired. Lavender fragrance. 

Damp Mop 3016 1 Gallon
Quickly and effortlessly removes dirt and other surface soils in heavily-trafficked areas and 
leaves no residue or haze to dull floor finish. Lemon fragrance.

Sure Step 7659 1 Gallon No-rinse, enzyme floor cleaner that breaks down built-up grease, improving slip resistance.

SD-20 0020 1 Gallon
Concentrated, synthetic all-purpose cleaner designed to accomplish an unusually broad range 
of maintenance tasks at an affordable cost per use.

STRIPPERS

EnduraStrip 0067 1 Gallon Powerful water-based compound for quickly and efficiently removing traditional floor finishes.

NEUTRALIZER

Shineline 3029 1 Gallon
Formulated to eliminate alkaline residue remaining on floors after stripping or restorative 
cleaning. Leaves floors conditioned, film free and ready for application of seal and finish.

FINISH

The Fixx 4046 1 / 5
Gallon

A premium 25% high solids floor finish that contains patented optically enhanced polymer 
technology to create depth of gloss and remarkable clarity. The formula provides initial deep 
gloss that will actually increase over time in response to burnishing. The end result is a 
durable, burnishable finish with high shine and long life.

Terra Glaze 5810 1 / 5
Gallon

An acrylic polymer seal developed exclusively for use on terrazzo. A 25% solids metal interlock 
formulation, Terra Glaze conditions, seals, and protects the natural beauty of terrazzo. Once 
applied, Terra Glaze becomes a hard, tough seal that combats terrazzo’s inherent susceptibility to 
damage and deterioration due to abrasion, scratching, scuffing, and wear.

TrendSetter 4010 1 Gallon
A burnishable 25% solid floor finish provides a wet look gloss, extended durability, and 
substantial labor savings. The high shine and depth of gloss actually build after repeated 
burnishing and it will stay glossy even after numerous scrubs.

iShine 4055 1 Gallon
25% high solids floor finish designed for use on many floor types, especially in heavy traffic 
areas. This finish delivers high gloss, high clarity that remains glossy for longer periods of time 
than traditional finishes.
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